LET'S HEAR IT.

I HAVE SOMETHING THAT I WISH TO DISCUSS WITH AINZ-SAMA.

WHAT'S WRONG, ALBEDO?

I WOULD ABSOLUTELY LOVE TO BE THE ONE TO GIVE BIRTH TO AINZ-SAMA'S HEIR!!

I HAVE MADE MY RESOLVE AND IS READY FOR THE CREATION OF AINZ-SAMA'S HEIR.

EH?

ALBEDO... AM THE RULER OF THE UNDEAD, APART FROM BONES I HAVE NOTHING ELSE...

BUT AINZ-SAMA...

I HAVE NOTHING!!
AINZ-SAMA'S POWER IS ABSOLUTE!! BY ALL MEANS MAKE IT SO THAT I CAN BEAR YOUR HEIR!!

FOR A MAGIC CASTER OF AINZ-SAMA'S MAGNITUDE, ARE THERE STILL THINGS THAT CANNOT BE DONE?

FUMU... SO YOU THINK ANYTHING CAN BE ACHIEVED USING MAGIC HUH?

WHERE I WOULD SPEND EVERYDAY REPEATING THE SAME BORING LIFE...

IN THE REAL WORLD, I WOULD BE CATEGORIZED AS A 'WIZARD' (VIRGINS AGED ABOVE 30) AS WELL...

NO WAY!! AINZ-SAMA IS WITHOUT A DOUBT THE SUPREME WIZARD ABOVE ALL!!

Albedo, being a wizard is not a good thing...
Let's see.

Do you have any idea, Demiurge?

I am wondering how we can create a heir for Alniz-sama.

Unlike us, the supreme beings carry what is called 'cells' inside them that contains their bodies' data.

I don't know exactly how the supreme beings create their heirs.

What's more, 'cells' can be acquired from hair or bone, as long as it's a part of the body.

When a 'cell' combines with another 'cell', a new body can be created from it.

That's what I heard!!
OVERLORD さん

EVEN AINZ-SAMA CAN'T DO IT!?

ALBEDO, I CAN'T DO THAT.

THE APPROACH IS MORE SCIENTIFIC THAN I IMAGINED.

IS THAT KIND OF UNDEAD FINE?

YES, PLEASE.

VERY WELL.

IN THAT CASE, CAN YOU PLEASE CREATE A DEATH KNIGHT FOR ME?

I'LL THINK OF HIM AS AINZ-SAMA'S CHILD.
EH!? WHAT IS THAT!? SO SCARY!

IT'S AINZ-SAMA'S CHILD.
THIS IS A DEATH KNIGHT.

ALBEDO, WHAT IS THAT?

I MEAN, THE WAY IT LOOKS

HOW RUDE!!

THEN, WHY IS IT LIKE THAT?

THAT'S HOW I FEEL.

IT'S AINZ-SAMA AND MY... CHILD

ISN'T HE CUTE?

RIGHT

CHILD? I UNDERSTAND... I CAN SEE, THE RESEMBLANCE... IS IT THE FACE?

Y-YES.

描いた人：珠月まや（みづきまや）
ALBEDO!! WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THIS!?!?

AINZ-SAMA AND ALBEDO'S CHILD!?!?

Eh!? Rawrrrrrrr

Eh?!

You don't understand? It's a Death Knight created by Ainz-sama personally... In other words, it's the same as his child!!

Isn't that just a Death Knight!

ARE DEATH KNIGHTS POPULAR NOWAYS?

Two if it is possible.

Ainz-sama, I would also like to request for a Death Knight.
I'M VERY SORRY.

ALBEDO, DEATH KNIGHTS AREN'T MEANT TO BE USED THIS WAY, YOU KNOW?

YES.

LISTEN WELL, ALBEDO.

A HEIR ISN'T NEEDED.

I AM HUMbled BY YOUR WORDS.

EVEN SO, ARE YOU UNSATISfIED?

FOR ME, EVERYONE IS MY CHILD, YOU CAN SAY THAT WE ARE A FAMILY...

THAT'S WRONG TOO!!

AINZ-SAMA'S CHILD... BA... BABU BABU...

I AM.... A CHILD...
ALSO, CALL ME MOMON.
THAT’S RIGHT.
WILL I BE SLEEPING IN THE SAME ROOM AS AINZ-SAMA?

IT WOULD BE WEIRD FOR A COMRADE TO DO THAT.
I SAID, MOMON.
IT’S OKAY FOR ME TO SLEEP OUTSIDE!

NO, WE’RE IN DIFFERENT BEDS.
TO THINK SOMEONE LIKE ME, WHO’S SO FAR BELOW ALBEDO-SAMA, COULD SLEEP IN THE SAME BED AS AINZ-SAMA~

I WILL FORGIVE IT. BESIDES, I’M UNDEAD, I DON’T HAVE TO SLEEP.
FORGIVE MY INSOLENCE! I WILL PAY FOR THIS WITH MY LIFE!

描いた人：珠月まや（みづきまや）
WE FINALLY GOT SETTLED IN... BUT NOW I'M BORED

AND THIS ARMOR IS CUMBERSOME...

NABE, LET'S PLAY SHIRITORI. (JAPANESE WORD CHAIN GAME)

WHAT'S SHIRITORI? COULD IT BE... "NIGHT GAMES"?

AS AINZ-SAMA WISHES!

PLEASE HELP YOURSELF!

...AFRICAN ELEPHANT?
I think they are like water fleas.

Nabe, what do you think of humans?

!!

Did you know, Nabe?

Hoh. However, did you know water fleas are useful creatures?

Sasuga, Ainz-sama!

After one day phytoplankton placed inside water

They eat phytoplankton and clear up the water.

Hah.

I think they're life forms even more worthless than phytoplankton!

Now, what do you think of humans?

描いた人：珠月まや（みづきまや）
SO I CAN'T FORCE NABE TO EAT IT...

IT LOOKS KIND OF BAD...

WE FINALLY GOT SOME FOOD, BUT I CAN'T EAT IT.

MESSAGE: ALBEDO, OPEN A GATE TO ENTOMA

OF COURSE, AINZ-SAMA <3

MY, MY, THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THIS IN PERSON, AINZ-SAMA~

ENTOMA, WOULD YOU LIKE TO EAT THIS?

IT DOESN'T MATTER HOW IT TASTES AS LONG AS IT GETS EATEN.

IS THAT SO...

COCK-ROACHES TASTE BETTER...

HOW DOES IT TASTE?
AINZ-SAMA?
HM?

IS IT ALL RIGHT IF YOU DON'T REMOVE YOUR ARMOR?

AH,

SO YOU WANT ME TO TAKE OFF MY ARMOR?

I FORGIVE YOU, NARBERAL GAMMA.

FORGIVE MY FOOLISHNESS FOR NOT UNDERSTANDING YOU!
No, don’t be. I know that Touch-san is busy and all... so don’t worry about it.

Momonga-san, I’m sorry but it is not possible for me to come on the final day.

Eh? In that case, why?

No... actually, I have lots of free time.

Sorry for sending you emails at a time like this!

Right now I’m currently having a custody dispute...
I'm glad we could see a surprising side to Ainz in Pure Pure Pleiades.

I'm glad one of our sisters is able to do good work around Ainz-sama.

This is the face Lupu made when she realized that she had no screen time at all. She kept quiet because she didn't know how to respond.

While listening to the sisters share their feelings about Narberal.

Lupu? You've been quiet since just now....
To prevent the same thing from happening again, you must think carefully before acting.

As a guardian, from now on you must reflect on your actions and clear your name.

Shalltear, Aniz-sama may have forgiven you but you've failed...

I see, you were listening properly. It was just a joke, a joke.

Please, anything but that...

......Maybe we should remove you as a candidate for the queen position?
THE SECRET OF THE SLIME BATH IS OUT.

AINZ-SAMA, IF I'M NOT WRONG, YOU USE LOW-LEVEL SLIMES TO BATHE?

A-AH, WELL, ACTUALLY...

DAMMIT HOW DO I GET OUT OF THIS?

IF THAT IS THE CASE, THEN I, AS A SHOGGOOTH, WOULD LIKE TO VOLUNTEER MYSELF FOR THAT TASK.

LIKE THAT CHAGAMA-SAN WATCH?

TIMER?

I CAN SERVE AS A TIMER AS WELL!

FOR EXAMPLE!

WHAT KIND OF SCREAM IS THAT?!

Try it, come on, just one time!

When I scream Tekeli-li, bath time is over!

TL NOTE: TEKELI-LI IS A SHOGGOOTH SOUND, WHICH SOUNDS LIKE AN ALARM